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irTHE PRODUCTION AND COMPRESSIVE
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW DENSITY SYNTACTIC
METAL/CERAMIC FOAM
S.A. Rickles, J.K. Cochran and
T.H. Sanders, Jr.
School of Materials Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, GA 30332-0245
Abstract
A liquid metal infiltration process which permits the
fabrication of a low density, syntactic metal/ceramic foam has been
developed and is described in this paper. The foam consists of an
aluminum alloy matrix containing uniform, hollow, thin-shell
spheres fabricated from an alumina powder. These hollow spheres,
termed aerospheres, are randomly distributed in a metal matrix of
aluminum alloy 7075 resulting in a low density metal/aerosphere
composite (MAC) which is inexpensive to fabricate and has potential
application when weight savings is of paramount importance. The
density of such an Al/A1103 foam composite range from 1.3 to 1.8
g/cc and is controlled by the physical properties of the aerosphere
and/or the volume fraction of spheres in the composite. The
emphasis of this paper will be the description of the
microstructure, the compressive stress-strain behavior, and the
associated failure mechanisms of this low density MAC.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade the complexion of metal matrix composites
(MMC) has expanded to encompass a myriad of reinforcement
geometries from continuous fibers to chopped fibers and
particulate. The desirable characteristics of these traditional
metal matrix, ceramic reinforced composites are achieved by
combining the ductility and toughness of metals with the strength
and stiffness of ceramics to yield strong, tough products.
Furthermore, properties such as the degree of anisotropy can be
controlled by the geometry of the reinforcing material. The larger
the length: diameter ratio, the greater the anisotropy with respect
to specific properties.
Beginning in the early

1980's, attention in the materials

community focused on developing microstructures which tend to
optimize specific engineering properties with respect to density.
For example, foams, either

open cell or closed cell, are light

weight structures consisting of a matrix material which can be a
polymer, metal, or ceramic containing a distribution of voids. If
the voids are interconnected, the foam is termed an open cell foam,
however, if the voids are not interconnected, then the foam is
termed a closed cell foam. Alternatively, a three phase foam can
be synthesized using a matrix, a hollow sphere and air. This type
of foam is referred to as

a syntactic foam. Here the adjective

suggests the constructed or synthesized nature of the foam.
The response of the specific foam structure to an applied load

depends on the characteristic of the matrix. Rigid foams can be
fabricated to take advantage of the strength and elastic modulus

of the matrix and used when the tensile, compressive or shear
strengths are the desired properties. Energy absorbing foams can
be developed to take advantage of the plastic deformation occurring
under compressive loading.
A process has been developed at the Georgia Institute of
Technology to fabricate low density, thin walled, hollow ceramic
spheres--termed aerospheres--based on powder technology, Figure 1.
These spheres are produced rapidly by a patented process
temperature from a binder-powder slurry.
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at room

The resulting green,

polymer bonded, powder shell is fired at high temperatures for
densification to yield an impervious hollow sphere by either a
solid-state

or

liquid sintering process.

The composition and

particle size of the shell wall can be rigidly controlled and is
restricted only by the ability of the particular powder to be
sintered.

Under constant process conditions, spheres may be

produced with diameter, spheriodicity and density variations of
less than 5 percent. Not only are the individual sphere dimensions
and sphere weights reproducible, but by adjusting processing
parameters hollow sphere dimensions and weight may be
systematically varied. Since bulk density is controlled by the
ratio of wall thickness to sphere diameter, sphere density and
diameter can be varied independently within specific limits. In
practice, spheres have been fabricated with diameters of 1 to 5 mm
and wall thickness of 12 to 125 microns. Bulk densities from 5 to
50 percent of the theoretical wall material density have been
produced with lower densities corresponding to larger sphere
3

diameters.
This paper will describe an infiltration process used to
produce a syntactic metal/ceramic foam. This metal-aerosphere
composite (MAC) is a three phase microstructure consisting of an
aluminum alloy matrix containing uniform, hollow, thin-shell
aerospheres composed of alumina, and pores. The three dimensional
array of these randomly distributed hollow spheres yields a
material that is lightweight, inexpensive to fabricate and has
potential application when weight savings is of paramount
importance. The ceramic adds strength, stiffness and integrity to
an otherwise ooen cell aluminum foam. The focus of this research
is to use compression testing to evaluate and model the compressive
strength and energy absorption capacities of these reduced density
Al/Al203composites. This exploratory work was aimed at developing
a new composite and its associated properties to be used when
weight and energy absorption tasks predominate.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Beds of Al203 aerospheres made from Alcoa XA-3000 alumina
(99.5% Al203) and fired to 1600°C were infiltrated with liquid AA
(Aluminum Association) alloy 7075. The physical characteristics
of the aerospheres are summarized in Table I. Diameters ranged
from 1.9 to 3.6 mm, while sphere densities varied from 0.4 to 1.3
g/cc. To eliminate defective aerospheres, each batch of
aerospheres was boiled for two hours in distilled water, allowing
the defective spheres to fill with water, sink, and be discarded.
4

After boiling, the aerospheres were dried at 150°C.
MAC rods 1.8 cm in diameter by 11.4 cm in length were
fabricated by pouring 7075 into a preheated graphite mold filled
with aerospheres. Prior to infiltration, the aerospheres were
subjected to vibration to achieve maximum packing. A vacuum was
used to assist the liquid metal infiltration through the column of
aerospheres. Six MAC rods of each aerosphere diameter were
produced. Three remained in the as-cast condition while the other
three were solution heat treated using a two step treatment--48
hours at 460°C followed by 48 hours at 530°C. After solution heat
treating, the composites were cold water quenched and artificially
aged for 24 hours at 120°C.
Right circular, cylindrical, 7075/Al203 rods of 2.5 cm in
height by 1.8 cm in diameter were uniaxially compression tested
between two unlubricated hardened steel platens with a constant
load displacement of 0.05 cm/minute (i.e. strain rate of
2%/minute). Interrupted compression tests as a function of the
amount of deformation were conducted to study the evolution of
damage and propose a failure mechanism for the composite in
compression. Yield strength was determined at 0.2 percent strain
offset of the engineering stress-strain curve utilizing the initial
cross sectional area.

RESULTS
Upon completion of matrix solidification, the aerospheres were
intact and reasonably well distributed throughout the metal matrix.
5

As shown in Figure 2, the vacuum infiltration process yielded
composites with aerospheres exposed on the outer MAC rod surface.
Optical metallography showed good infiltration of the aluminum
throughout the packed aerosphere column, Figure 3. However, in some
localized areas, inadequate filling in regions of high aerosphere
concentration could be observed. As illustrated in Figure 4, a
cored metal matrix with nonequilibrium eutectic and microporosity
at the aluminum/aerosphere interface was noted in the as-cast
samples.
As shown in Figure 5, the composite density increased from
1.3 to 1.8 g/cc with increasing aerosphere density of 0.4 to
1.3 g/cc which resulted in composites ranging from 48 to 67% of
the density of aluminum. Composite density is linearly additive
from the rule of mixtures based on the density and volume fractions
of the aerospheres and the aluminum according to:

p c = V rp m + V s p s

(1

)

where p c , p m , and p s are the densities of the composite, the matrix
and V r and V s are the volume

and the spheres, respectively;

fractions of matrix and spheres, respectively.

In Figure 5,

calculated composite density lines of 50 and 65 volume percent
aerospheres are shown with the assumption of no microporosity or
macroporosity associated with solidification shrinkage.
In the presence of molten aluminum the spheres tended to float
to the top resulting in a denser packing of spheres at the top and
6

decreasing down

the length of the casting.

Thus, a density

gradient existed down the rods with the top of the rods being lower
density with an approximate volume fraction of spheres of 0.63 and
the bottom samples being higher density with an approximate volume
fraction of 0.55. These range of densities can be seen in Figure
5. Note that some samples cast with the aerospheres of density 1.3
g/cc had densities lower than projected by the 0.65 volume fraction
line calculated from the rule of mixtures. This was due to the
solidification shrinkage porosity between spheres as is shown in
Figures 3 and 4. A porosity of approximately 5 volume percent
would explain the density reductions observed.
A typical compressive engineering stress-strain curve for
7075, Figure 6, shows a well behaved linear elastic region followed
by an asymptotically increasing plastic region. In contrast, the
engineering stress-strain curve of the MAC, Figure 7, has three
regions. The experimental compressive 0.2% yield strength of ascast and aged 7075 was 268 and 372 MPa, respectively. Figure 8
shows the MAC compressive yield strength as a function of composite
density for the as-cast and aged composites. Higher yield
strengths were consistently observed for higher composite
densities. Figures 9 and 10 compare the experimental compressive
strength to an empirically developed model for as-cast and
artificially aged MACs, respectively, as discussed below.
Figure 11 portrays the evolution of deformation for as-cast
and artificially aged MACs. The as-cast specimens tended to
fragment upon severe deformation while the solution heat treated
7

and aged samples remained intact at larger strains. The composites
formed cracks at approximately 45° parallel to the loading
direction and developed surface distortion characteristic of an
orange peel surface upon deformation greater than 5 percent.
A cross section of the composite, Figure 11, shows that as
deformation progresses, the sample collapsed into the crushed
aerosphere void volume with relatively minor deformation occurring
away from the collapse plate. The fracture path went through the
aerospheres rather than mechanically separating at the
matrix/sphere interface. As deformation progressed, extensive
shearing occurred on the 45° direction and failure occurred by
progressive sliding of the specimen above and below the shear
bands.

DISCUSSION
The compressive strength behavior of MACs was sensitive to
reinforcement and matrix properties. The single step vacuum
assisted liquid metal infiltration process yielded aerosphere
surface exposure at the exterior composite surface and localized
regions of sphere to sphere contact. This was due to poor wetting
between the molten aluminum, the alumina aerospheres and the
graphite mold wall. The strength of tested MACs was lower than
expected because uniform load transfer from the metal to the
ceramic was not possible and regions of high stress intensity
existed at the exposed aerospheres on the surface of the rods.
These regions acted as early aerosphere failure sites.
8

As shown in Figure 4, the aerospheres were surrounded by
equilibrium and nonequilibrium eutectic in the as-cast MAC,
indicating that the last metal to solidify during fabrication was
at the aerosphere surface. The observation of segregation at the
aluminum/aerosphere interface indicates that the molten aluminum
alloy did not wet the alumina spheres. The presence of these
coarse nonequilibrium and equilibrium eutectic phases and the
microporosity decreased the strength contribution of the metal to
the composite strength in the as-cast condition. Furthermore, the
Presence or these coarse, segregated constituents contributed to
limited ductility when the composite was tested in the as-cast
condition. As expected, the artificially aged composites possessed
higher strengths than the as-cast samples. Solution heat treatment
reduced the nonequilibrium eutectic in the as-cast structure and
provided more solute to participate in the formation of the
metastable phases during artificial aging.
A first approximation model for compressive strength of MACs
has been formulated. The assumptions made in deriving the model
are that the matrix behaves as an open cell foam where the bulk of
the matrix is in the form of struts surrounding a high packing
density of aerospheres in the 50 to 65 volume percent range. The
compressive strength contribution of the matrix, am, is(2,3)
a m = 0.3 c
m

(p m/pm) 1.5

(2)

where o" is the compressive yield strength of the matrix at
theoretical or 100% density, p m is the density of the matrix in

9

0
the composite, and p

is the theoretical or true density of the

matrix. A strength model for uniaxial compressive loading of thin
4
wall hollow spheres has been recently developed based on a model
presented by Bratt, et al. 5 The model states that the uniaxial
compressive strength of the aerospheres, a s , u , is proportional to
the sphere relative density squared or

a s,u = (2/9) V so w ( p s/p 0 ) 2

(3)

where a, is the flexure strength of the sphere wall material, p s
p o is the density of the wall isthednyof spherand

material. The compressive strength of a dual component composite,
a cu, of a plastically deforming matrix and aerospheres failing by

uniaxial loading could follow the rule of mixtures where

a cu = 0.3 a

° 1.5 + (2/9) V a ho /A ) 2
(P m/Pm)
sw s o

(4)

If the matrix provided uniform loading of the spheres so that
aerosphere failure was isostatic, then the sphere strength
contribution, u si , to the composite would be 5

u sj = (2/3) of (P s/P 0)

(5)

where the strength limitation is the compressive strength of the
cell wall material, o f . The composite strength, a ct , for this
isostatic sphere loading model would be
10

0
= 0.3u

(p

p

1.5

(2/3) a

(P-/P-,\

(6)

Isostatic loading of alumina aerospheres in mercury porosimeters
indicated that failure occurs at significantly lower strengths than
those predicted by Equation (5) by as much as a factor of 3 to 5. 5
Thesrductnghsaveb cridtova ni
aerosphere wall thickness and defects in the walls. As shown in
Figures 9 and 10, the compressive strength of the as-cast and aged
MAC, respectively, is bounded by the two aforementioned models.
The failure mode of MAC is controlled by aerosphere failure. Upon
compressive loading, the matrix attempts to expand laterally
causing the aerospheres to be loaded. Due to compressive forces
parallel to the loading axis, a tensile force is placed on the
exterior of the sphere. Once the critical tensile force is
reached, a circumferential crack forms splitting the sphere in
half.
Upon failure of an aerosphere, the sphere wall crushes and
energy is absorbed by increase in surface energy of the crushed
shells and the plastic deformation of the surrounding metal. With
continued loading, the cavity is filled by the collapsing
aerosphere walls and surrounding metal. Wide spread failure of
spheres will yield a decrease in load bearing capacity until
sufficient cavities are filled to have the composite follow the
compressive behavior of an unreinforced material.
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CONCLUSIONS

The fabrication of a low density metal matrix composite of
controlled macroporosity was achievable. By incorporating alumina
aerospheres in an aluminum matrix, a composite was formed with 48
to 67 percent of the density of aluminum. Compressive yield
strength at 0.2% deformation increased with increasing composite
density which was controlled by the density of the aerosphere. As
a first approximation, the compressive yield strength of a
metal/aerosphere composite can be approximated by the summation of
a metallic

foam contribution and the crush strength of the

aerospheres. Lack of wetting is indicated by evidence of
equilibrium and nonequilibrium eutectic at the MAC interface.
Aluminum alloy 7075 does not wet alumina aerospheres as evidenced
by incomplete filling of points of contact between spheres.
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Table I
Aerosphere
Designation
3
6

Aerosphere
Density
(gms/cc)
1.3
0.4

Aerosphere
Diameter
(mm)
1.9
3.1

Wall
Thickness
(mm)
0.1
0.06

Figure 1 Photomicrograph of (a) the narrow size distribution and
(b) the thin uniform wall thickness of alumina
aerospheres.
Figure 2 Photomicrograph of as-cast metal/aerosphere composite
rod.
Figure 3

Optical micrograph of as-cast metal/aerosphere
composite showing (a) overall microstructure (b)
regions of good metal infiltration and (c) regions of
sphere to sphere contact.

Figure 4

Optical micrographs of as-cast metal/aerosphere
composite with equilibrium and nonequilibrium
eutectic, and microporosity.

Figure 5

The effect of aerosphere density on the composite
density with the calculated rule of mixtures.

Figure 6

Schematic of an engineering stress-strain curve for
7075.

Figure 7

Schematic of an engineering stress-strain curve of a
metal/aerosphere composite.

Figure 8

Compressive yield strength at 0.2% strain offset vs
composite density for as-cast and aged 7075/A1103
composites.

Figure 9

Comparison of 0.2% compressive yield strength vs
composite density of experimental data with empirical
model for as-cast metal/aerosphere composites.

Figure 10 Comparison of 0.2% compressive yield strength vs
composite density of experimental data with empirical
model for artificially aged metal/aerosphere
composites.
Figure 11 Photomicrograph of increasing deformation of (a) ascast and (b) artificially aged 7075/A193 composites.
Figure 12 Photomicrograph of cross-section of compression
tested metal/aerosphere composite with local regions
of deformation.
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